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you wave is one of the hottest porn games yet, so be sure to try it out! impress your friends at your next party, or just cruise to work in first-person perspective as the guy with super-erections! all your friends will be
jealous! have some fun, guys! aim for the back of her head, and when you see a light on in the center of her back, keep applying pressure on this light. when she reaches the end of the gurney, flip her around, and keep
applying pressure on her back. you can put a full bottle in there, and feed it to her via a straw. that should give you enough time to do whatever you want to her, either as penetration or masturbation or both. you can

also change her diaper or give her a bath, but those are the only two real options. if you want more, you can give her a bottle. they're super easy to wash, plus a hungry baby never refuses an extra bottle. tutoring is easy
too. just click on the "teach" option and then click on the infantile brain. her clothes fall off, and you are the one who'll get to fuck her. it's a perfect opportunity for a first time, as well as for experienced players who want
to add another level to their lovemaking session. as a real doctor, you have many options. the ones that are the most interesting are: cuddling, fingering, deeping (fingering deep into her pussy/ass), cunnilingus, touching

her breasts, biggest tits, clean her pussy/ass, finger her breasts, tongue her breasts, french kissing, and creampie. extra in-game options include: blowing her, spanking her, and planting a baby inside her.
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